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As Americans, and especially those with Type-A Personalities, one of the hardest things to do is wait.

A

lthough we recognize that patience is both a virtue and a fruit of the Spirit, it is one of the most difficult character traits to exhibit. So
it begs the question, why would any financial advisor, or portfolio manager for that matter, ask their investor clients to wait? Excellent
question; in our featured article we hope to not only answer it but make the case that what we are ultimately waiting for is worthwhile.
We say this because for the first time in over a decade, we enter a calendar year with a bearish tone to our expectations for most asset class
returns, including both Stocks and Bonds. Our not so optimistic view is supported by the first three letters in our acronym and is defined
below. What we are waiting for is the T in the acronym W.A.I.T. and is also described below:

W

•
		
		
		
		

Washington, D.C. – With gridlock abounding in Congress already, the outcome of the Mid-term Elections provides even more
numerous unanswered questions as to who controls Congress and where fiscal policy may lie. This creates market volatility and
facing year two of a U.S. President’s term, which (according to data from Bespoke) on average going back to 1928 is the worst of
the four, only compounds this uncertainty. We believe this will weigh heavily on the markets in the first three quarters of 2022
until the outcome of the Election is sealed.

•
		
		
		
		

Accommodation of the Fed – When we say the Fed is accommodative, we mean that they are willing to keep interest rates lower
for longer. Equity investors usually like this posture. When they are the opposite or restrictive, it suggests the opposite. As to
which course the Fed will take, we just don’t know. Many questions abound. Will they accelerate the taper? When will they begin
to raise rates and how many times? Who will fill the three vacant seats on the FOMC? The Fed probably doesn’t know the answers
to these questions, thus providing more market stress on top of the dealings in D.C. as well.

A
I
T

• Inflation – Is it transitory, intermediate or long lasting? Will the Fed have to raise rates more quickly to squelch it if it rises higher
		 than anticipated? We are of the belief that this is not a 1970s redux, but we do feel that it is persistent and will last another 9-12
		 months – but only time will tell. Another uncertainty in 2022 that will place pressure on both the stock and bond markets.
•
		
		
		
		

Technological Advancement – What investors are “waiting” for are the productivity gains ultimately garnered from new
technologies the likes of 5G connectivity, robotics, artificial intelligence, fintech, biopharma, autonomous vehicles, alternative
energy and blockchain. We believe these advancements will be the driving forces that propel this secular bull market in the
second half of the decade of the 2020s. Our belief is that if investors are patient and can wait through 2022, great opportunities
will abound in these areas. The year 2022 may just be the “pause that refreshes!”
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W.A.I.T. OUR THEME FOR 2022

(Continued from last page.)

For purposes of review, but also to contrast our bearish beliefs on 2022 with our bullish thoughts
on previous two years, we provide a quick summary of our last two Calendar Year Acronyms:
V.A.L.U.E. in 2021 – For the calendar year 2021, we felt the Capital Markets
could perform admirably if the following metrics were met.

V
A
L
U
E

• Vaccine Distribution – the various vaccines had to be administered effectively and with
		 heightened efficacy. We believe they were.
• Alternatives to Fixed Coupon Bonds – with rising rates likely, bank loans, floating rate notes
		 and emerging market bonds were projected to be better options than fixed rate bonds.
• Laggards become winners in 2021 – with the reopening underway, sectors such as Energy
		 and Financials were projected to outperform. They were the sector leaders in 2021.
• U.S. Dollar to come under pressure – after substantially rising in the early stages of COVID,
		 the Dollar was projected to drop in 2021. We added Commodities to the models for protection.
• Earnings Growth – if Equity prices were to expand in 2021, EPS growth needed to lead the
		 way. Based on data from Bespoke, EPS growth of the S&P 500 totaled 28% in 2021.

V.O.T.E. in 2020 – For the calendar year 2020, we felt the Capital Markets could
perform in-line with historical averages if the following metrics were met.

V
O

• Virus – needed to be contained with the number of hospitalizations and fatalities to abate.
		 Based on CDC data, we believe this has been the case over the last two years
• Oil – WTI which had briefly traded at a negative price in late April 2020 and, in our estimation,
		 needed to turn positive and revert back to a price north of $50, confirming that demand had
		 strengthened. It hovers near $80 today.
Source:  https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/CL%3DF/history?period1=1583020800&period2=1597708800&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true

T

• Treasury Yields – the Yield Curve needed to steepen and longer rates to rise, confirming that
		 bond investors had believed the worst of COVID-19 was behind us. They did in fact rise three		 fold from the low of 0.50% on the US 10-YR Note to 1.75% as of the drafting of this Report.
Source:  https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5ETNX/history?period1=1584489600&period2=1598918400&interval=1d&filter=history&frequency=1d&includeAdjustedClose=true

E

• Election – no matter who won, the Election Results needed to be uncontested, and they were.
		 Moreover, if a balance of power occurred, it needed to occur without incident, and it did.
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MODEL ALLOCATION WEIGHTINGS
Academic studies support the thesis
that asset allocation is the greatest
determination (on a percentage basis)
of a portfolio’s variation in price.
Furthermore, the results suggest that
activities such as trading and security
selection amount to only 5% in total
of a portfolio’s price variation. This
Source: Morningstar
states the importance of setting the
proper asset allocation in the modeling process. For Q1 2021, despite our more defensive posture, we continue to view Stocks
as a more appealing asset class from a risk/reward perspective than Bonds.
As it pertains to bonds, we remain underweight the benchmark in all models, and with the expectation of rising rates, will
experience nominal returns in our estimation. On the other hand, cash weightings in all models are higher than the benchmark,
are being used as a hedge against stock market volatility and are within a 3-13% range of ownership, depending on the respective.
In the chart above, green signifies weightings that are greater than the benchmark, red are weightings lower than the benchmark
and yellow signifies a weighting within +/-3% of the benchmark. On a relative basis, Cash remains the highest relative percentage
overweight, followed by Stocks, and lastly, Bonds.

MODEL CHANGES - Q1 2022
Although on the surface our changes for Q1 2022 may not overtly show a substantive defensive posture, as we
get into greater detail, our increased conservative stance becomes more recognizable. The allocation changes to
our Tactical Balanced Model include:

• Increasing Cash & Cash Equivalents to 5%
• Increasing Short-term Bonds to 36%
• Increasing Commodities from 5% to 7%
• Decreasing US Stocks to 52%
• Decreasing International Stocks to 7%
Our defensive posture can also be explained by the trailing twelve-month dividend of our Tactical Balanced Model
(per Morningstar) of 2.32%, which is over 1% greater than that of the S&P 500 currently at 1.27%.
(Continued next page.)
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(Continued from last page.)

MODEL CHANGES - Q1 2022
To best articulate our defensive posture and speak to areas of focus and concentration, we reference the following
specific changes for Q1 2022 below:

• Adding to Commodities & Energy Stocks – Although we believe that the rate of Inflation will begin to subside by the

		
		
		
		
		

end of calendar year 2022, we feel it prudent to increase our percentage of ticker BICSX, the BlackRock Commodity
Strategies Fund, from 5% to 7% in our Tactical Balanced Model. The rationale for this change is to create a hedge or
protection against purchasing power erosion if the rate of Inflation stays elevated longer than expected. As of the
drafting of this report, ticker BICSX contains a 42% allocation to the Energy Sector, an area we believe has continued
growth prospects in 2022. We favor Energy over any other Commodity.

• Maintaining our High Allocation to Financials – In a rising interest rate environment, Financial Stocks including

		
		
		
		

insurance companies and banks can benefit as net interest margins expand. Although we do not directly own a fund
that focuses on financial stocks, per Morningstar, our representation in this space totals 15.32% and is the second
largest sector on a percentage basis in our Tactical Balanced Model. We favor Financial Stocks over any sector aside
from Technology.

• Adding to US Quality Large-Cap Stocks – Could it be that the mega-cap leaders of the previous decade are now the

		
		
		
		
		
		

new defensive plays? While pullbacks were extremely rare in 2021, when they have occurred, High-Quality, Large-Cap
US stocks with pristine balance sheets and wide-economic moats have been the so-called “places to hide”. This was
indicative in the down month of September and the recent late-November sell-off. The first of several changes planned
for Q1 2022 include the addition of the iShares S&P 500 Growth ETF. Per Morningstar data, the underlying stocks in this
fund possess higher ROA, ROE and Cashflow Growth than their stated benchmark. We favor High Quality Stocks over
Speculative Stocks and Large-Cap Stocks over both Mid and Small-Cap Stocks.

• Adding to Cash/Short-term Bonds – As our fourth change of Q1 2022, we believe it prudent as a defensive measure

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

to a likely volatile equity market to raise our allocation to both Short-term Bonds and Cash Equivalents. To accomplish
this, we will be adding our fourth high-quality active bond money manager in Lord Abbett to our roster which includes
BlackRock, Credit Suisse and Thompson. Ticker LBDFX (Lord Abbett Bond-Debenture Fund) has been in existence for
50 years and was the original Multi-Sector Bond Fund. All four managers see short-term rates likely rising in 2022 and
have the acumen to pivot in what will likely be a volatile interest rate environment next year. Duration for the Tactical
Balanced Model remains very low at 1.67. We favor Cash Equivalents, Bank Loans and Floating Rate Bonds over Longer
Duration Fixed Coupon and Treasury Bonds.

• Reducing International/Removing Asia – The rest of the world has woefully trailed the U.S. in its reopening efforts and

		
		
		
		
		

thus foreign equity performance has lagged. Additionally, the Chinese Communist Party leadership has made several
decisions regarding business relations in that nation which warrant staying clear at this point. We are selling ticker AIA
or the iShares Asia 50 ETF, which includes companies based in the broader Southeast Asia corridor. The exiting of this
Fund will bring International Stocks in the Tactical Balanced Model down from 15% to 7%. We favor US Stocks over
International Stocks.
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CHART ANALYSIS
Charting prices gives investors greater
Clarity into our macroeconomic
viewpoints, as we present technical
analysis regarding the psychology
and sentiment of the market.
To many casual observers, this chart is not
very meaningful – however, to the trained eye,
it provides much insight as to the status of
the overall market. One can see from the
chart to the right that the six-month intraday
high of 4,809 was reached on December 30th,
2021. The six-month low is represented by
the mark of 4,164 reached on June 18, 2021.
At the top of the chart, it tells us how much
momentum the S&P has compared to its
last 14 trading days.

Source: StockCharts.com

Usually, if the chart registers a number near 70 or greater (mid-April), it means the market is overbought, and one is to expect a
pullback. On the other hand, if the market registers an RSI closer to 30, it means the market is oversold, and an expected rally may
ensue. At a 58.23 reading, the RSI shows that market momentum is considered getting closer to overbought, indicating a likely
pullback could be expected at some time in the upcoming quarter.

• Definitive market action to the upside showed the battle between Bulls and Bears was profoundly won by the Bulls in
Q4 2021. At this point, the overall Market reflects a slightly bullish posture as stated above, as the S&P 500 is sitting
right near its all-time high. The S&P 500 Index has recovered 214% of the 35.5% drop it reached at its three-year bottom
of 2,190 on March 23, 2020, as the Bear Market of 2020 may just be the shortest on record.
• The breadth of the market (how much volume was recorded on up days vs. down days) can be seen as bullish, as the
days of steep inclines saw greater volume than those of retreat. The MACD (Moving Average Convergence/Divergence
Oscillator) shown at the bottom of the chart, is a trend-following momentum indicator that shows the relationship
between two moving averages of prices of different time frames. When the black line crosses over the red line to the
upside as it did in late-August, it signaled the forthcoming market strength, which in fact occurred over the first several
trading days of September and looks to continue in the near term.
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THE ROAD AHEAD —
INCREMENTAL & ATTAINABLE
Every New Year is an opportunity to take a fresh look at
life. Often this results in goals, resolutions, and a sense
of optimism. Yet, the immutable fact remains that every
new year is filled with uncertainty. This has felt especially
true over the past two years of political and economic
volatility driven by a worldwide pandemic.
Many attempt to cope with uncertainty by looking to predictions.
However, we have seen this is folly. Every rational person knows that
no one can accurately and consistently predict the future. Instead,
the best way to deal uncertainty is to accept it, and in fact, expect it.
A valuable financial planning exercise aimed at preparing for uncertainty is to visualize varying degrees of market volatility and think through
your potential emotions and reactions. How would you feel if your portfolio value fell by 10% in a relatively short amount of time? What would
you do? How would you react at -20%, -30%, or -40%? Preparing for volatility before it happens is vital to helping avoid making mistakes out
of an emotional reaction.
This same exercise should be applied to unexpected life events such as job loss, illness, unplanned expenses, etc. It is important to write down
your answers for how you would handle each situation and keep this as a part of your financial plan throughout the year. Thinking through the
‘what-ifs’ is an important part of attaining clarity and confidence for the road ahead.

Patience & Resolve
Most New Year’s resolutions don’t make it past the month of January. Over the years, numerous studies have shown that the majority
of resolutions fail by the end of the month. Various psychological explanations have been offered for this, as well as some that are
more strategic.
New Year’s resolutions are really a form of goal setting. A problem for many is that they do not set good goals to begin with. Their instinct
is to look at all the areas of life where they are dissatisfied and then resolve to change everything to become the person they wish they
were. The result is often a goal so big and daunting it discourages them from even starting.
A more practical strategy is to focus on incremental and attainable steps that lead to achieving your larger vision. This is as relevant
in your financial plan as the rest of your life. Rather than fixating on the total nest egg you will need for retirement, concentrate on
progressively increasing your retirement plan contribution by a realistic amount each year, such as 2 or 3%. Small adjustments in the
course of a long journey can have considerable impact on how and when you reach your destination.

As cliched as it may sound, retirement is not merely a destination, it is part of the journey.

Disclaimer: Please note that Nepsis, Inc. is not a tax advisor; the preceding items are suggestions that you may want to consult with your tax advisor about before making any decisions.
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REPORT SUMMARY

A

s we reflect on Q4 2021, we, like any investment manager, take time to ascertain what has worked and what has not worked. Certainly,
our overweight position in Stocks allowed our portfolios to move to the upside as the rising tide lifted all boats. Our underweight
position in intermediate to longer-term government and high-quality corporate bonds also helped performance. Our focus on Value Stocks
helped in 2021, but our position in ticker AIA obviously did not. If we step back and make a true assessment of the situation before us and
the vast changes our society has and will likely continue to undertake to deal with COVID-19 and the variants, we must be prudent in how
we approach the future. It is for that reason that we have instituted many more changes than normal, as we both took advantage of what
appeared to be a negative short-term situation and hopefully turned it into a beneficial longer-term solution for our advisors and investors
alike. Let’s not kid ourselves in that change of any kind is never easy and in many instances is difficult for most of us.
In an effort to keep pace with a world that from many aspects is changing at a rapid pace, we must always be about the business of
looking ahead at least one quarter. In closing, if our W.A.I.T. theme for 2022 comes to fruition, we will likely be witnessing rising interest
rates, increasing inflation and a focus on the US Mid-term Elections front and center as we walk through the year. Although this set
of circumstances may likely play themselves out in the first three months of 2022, we firmly believe this will likely be a short-term
phenomenon as innovative technology companies gear-up for their next round of growth. We would like to suggest that we are “renting”
our focus in “Finergy” (Financial & Energy) stocks for the time being, and, when appropriate, will pivot to next generation tech companies
that will drive the remainder of the decade. Stay tuned for further developments. As we move throughout the year 2022, the letters
W.A.I.T. and what they represent are what remain in focus. Our hope is that we have articulated our thoughts on various outcomes and
as to what, if any, changes would be forthcoming following certain scenarios. Thanks for your continued partnership as we vigorously
keep our finger on the pulse and manage through the year 2022 together!

Why the Clarifier?

What makes the Nepsis Clarifier different from most research services offerings is our determination to filter through the noise of
the marketplace allowing investors to reach a “State of Clarity”. The difference-maker in our minds is our commitment to provide
clear and succinct information which helps our readers gain “Clarity”.
We believe the original intent of the creation of the stock market was to allow the everyday person the ability to gain access to capitalism and
the American Dream through the direct ownership of great publicly-traded businesses. Unfortunately, that spirit has been greatly lost in the murk
and clutter of today’s fast-driven society.
Many investors follow advice from a co-worker, a relative/friend or simply use the 1/nth approach where they own each offering in the line-up
simply divided by the number of choices. These methods ultimately lead to a state of ambiguity, complacency, fear and ultimately frustration.
Many give up and move their money to cash using the mindset that, “At least I can’t lose anything.” We feel deeply saddened by this thought
process and do not blame the investor, but the environment created by our industry.
The Clarifier does not attempt to forecast the market, follow popular trends, or be swayed by fancy investing gimmicks. The Clarifier seeks to
move away the clutter from the investment process and create a clear and concise message about how portfolios are being managed.

The Clarifier Advisor Newsletter is published quarterly by Nepsis Advisor Services™ located at 8674 Eagle Creek Circle,
Minneapolis, MN 55378. Nepsis Advisor Services™ is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. The publisher of this
newsletter is not affiliated with any mutual fund or mutual fund association. Data contained in the report is gathered
from reliable sources, although completeness and accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Performance results do not take into
account any tax consequences and are in and of themselves not predictive of future results. The publisher is only providing
impersonalized advice that is not tailored to the needs of any specific subscriber. The publisher does not give investment
advice or act as an investment advisor, or in a fiduciary role. This publication may not be reproduced or retransmitted in
whole or in part without the express written consent of the publisher.
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